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EMBEDDED GRAPHICS CODING: REORDERED BITSTREAM FOR PARALLEL DECODING

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION(S)


FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the field of image processing. More specifically, the present invention relates to grouping signaling bits when encoding and decoding images/videos.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Most image compression schemes are designed for “natural images” such as photos taken by a digital camera. For natural images, strong correlation exists among neighboring pixels. Hence, most image compression schemes work as follows:

1. The pixels are decorrelated using prediction or transform or both, resulting in a sparse histogram of the prediction residuals or transform coefficients. The histogram has a single peak which is located around 0.
2. Quantization is applied as necessary.
3. The (quantized) prediction residuals or transform coefficients are entropy coded.

The entropy coder is designed for distributions described above. If the distribution has a significantly different shape, the coding performance is able to be poor.

However, there are many “unnatural images” such as images of graphics or text which typically have a large dynamic range, strong contrast, sharp edges, strong textures and sparse histograms. These types of images are usually not handled well by conventional image compression algorithms. Inter-pixel correlation is weaker, and prediction or transform does not provide a sparse distribution as it does for natural images.

Some schemes have been proposed for unnatural images. One example is referred to as “histogram packing” where the encoder goes through the whole image, computes the histogram and does a non-linear mapping of the pixels before compressing the image.
The compression requires a two-pass processing, causing increased memory cost and more computations. The bitstream is not scalable which means that the decoder needs the whole bitstream to decode the image. Partial reconstruction is not possible without re-encoding.

In some versions of Embedded Graphics Coding (EGC), bit-plane coding is executed where for each existing group: if the current groups is not too small and there are not too many groups existing, the split bit for the group is sent, followed by 1 bit or multiple bits to refine the pixel values in the group; otherwise, raw bits are sent for refinement. Therefore, the groups are processed one by one.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In embedded graphics coding (EGC), when decoding a bit-plane, all the existing groups are processed. Since there is no prediction dependency between the groups, multiple groups can be processed in parallel to speed up the decoding. However, due to the variable length coding nature of EGC, the decoder does not know the starting point of each group within a bitstream. Therefore, the decoding of the next group cannot start until the previous groups are decoded. Reordering of a bitstream is able to be used to enable parallel graphics decoding such as in EGC. In the reordering, the “split_group” signaling bits of all of the groups of a bit-plane are sent and then the refinement bits of each group follow. With this reordering, by reading the split bit of each group, the decoder is able to derive a number of refinement bits for each group (e.g. when the “split_group” signaling bit equals zero, there will be only one refinement bit for the group, otherwise the number of refinement bits equals the number of group members), therefore the starting point of each group is also known, and parallel processing of each group is able to be implemented. To avoid potential issues when decoding, in some embodiments, a maximum number of allowed groups is set so the limit is never met. In this case, there could be some groups that should have been split but have not because the number of groups has reached the limit. For such groups the number of refinement bits cannot be derived by simply checking the value of “split_group” bit. To resolve this issue, instead of sending a “split_group” bit for each group, another signaling bit called "each_member" is sent. Each_member has an explicit relationship with the number of refinement bits for a group (i.e., when each_member=0, there is only 1 refinement bit, otherwise the number of refinement bits equals the number of group members), no matter the group is going to be split or not. The "split or not" decision is made by using the
each member signaling and other conditions (e.g. if the maximum group number has been reached). In some embodiments, it is checked whether the number of groups reaches the predefined limit before coding the bit-plane. If so, each member signaling is not sent and members of all of the groups are refined using raw bits.

In one aspect, a method of encoding programmed in a controller in a device comprises generating signaling bits for groups in a bit-plane of an image block, generating refinement bits for each of the groups and combining the signaling bits to form a header of a bitstream. The method further comprises dividing the image into blocks and partitioning the blocks into the groups. A signaling bit is set to 1 when a group of the groups contains any disparate pixels. The signaling bits are transmitted before the refinement bits. The refinement bits for each of the groups is decoded utilizing parallel processing. The device is selected from the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a camera phone, an iPod/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray® writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.

In another aspect, a method of decoding programmed in a controller in a device comprises receiving an encoded bit-plane including signaling bits and refinement bits, determining a quantity of the refinement bits for each group within the bit-plane and utilizing the number of the refinement bits to perform parallel decoding of the bit-plane. A maximum number of allowable groups is set to a total number of groups. Header bits are utilized for determining the quantity of the refinement bits for each group. The method further comprises determining if a number of groups reaches a limit of the groups before decoding the bit-plane, wherein if the number of groups reaches the limit of the groups, then all of the groups are indicated as having raw refinement bits and the signaling bit is not sent. The device is selected from the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a camera phone, an iPod/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray® writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.

In another aspect, an encoder device comprises a memory for storing an application, the application for generating signaling bits for groups within a bit-plane, generating refinement bits for each of the groups and combining the signaling bits to form a header of a bit-plane and a processing component coupled to the memory, the processing component
configured for processing the application. The signaling bits set to 1 when a group of the
groups contains any disparate pixels. The application is further for transmitting the signaling
bits before the refinement bits. Each of the groups is encoded and decoded utilizing parallel
processing.

In another aspect, a decoder device comprises a memory for storing an application, the
application for receiving an encoded bit-plane including signaling bits and refinement bits,
determining the quantity of refinement bits for each group within the bit-plane and utilizing
the quantity of the refinement bits for each group to decode the groups within the bit-plane in
parallel and a processing component coupled to the memory, the processing component
configured for processing the application. A maximum number of allowable groups is set to
a total number of groups. Header bits are utilized for determining the quantity of the
refinement bits for each group. The application is further for determining if a number of
groups reaches a limit of the groups in decoding each group, wherein if the number of groups
reaches the limit of the groups, then all of the groups are indicated as having raw refinement
bits and the signaling bit is not sent. The application is further for determining if a number of
groups reaches a limit of the groups in decoding each group, wherein if the number of groups
does not reach the limit of the groups, and the signaling bit equals one, the group is split into
two; if the number of groups does reach the limit of the groups, no group is further split.

In another aspect, a system programmed in a controller in a device comprises a
partitioning module for partitioning a block of an image into a plurality of groups, an
encoding module for encoding the groups including generating a signaling bit and a set of
refinement bits for each group, wherein a set of signaling bits is transmitted before the
refinement bits and a transmitting module for transmitting the encoded bitstream. The
signaling bit is 1 when a group of the groups contains any disparate pixels. Each of the
groups is encoded and decoded utilizing parallel processing. The device is selected from the
group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server,
a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile
telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a
camera phone, an iPod®/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray®
writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates a diagram of standard bitstream ordering and improved bitstream
ordering according to some embodiments.
FIG. 2 illustrates a diagram of decoding standard-ordered bitstream and improved-ordered bitstream according to some embodiments.

FIG. 3 illustrates a diagram of groups, signaling bits and refinement bits using standard bitstream ordering according to some embodiments.

FIG. 4 illustrates diagrams of groups, signaling bits, refinement bits and a leading bit using improved bitstream ordering according to some embodiments.

FIG. 5 illustrates a flowchart of a method of encoding according to some embodiments.

FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of a method of decoding according to some embodiments.

FIG. 7 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary computing device configured to implement the improved encoding method according to some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

To transmit high definition video content over a wireless channel, Embedded Graphics Coding (EGC) or a variant of EGC compresses the high definition video content to improve bandwidth efficiency.

In EGC, a video frame is divided into multiple blocks, and the pixels of each block having the same value are grouped together. Beginning from the Most Significant Bit (MSB) and moving towards the Least Significant Bit (LSB), the encoder processes all of the groups in a bit-plane.

In order to speed up the decoding for EGC, reordering of a bitstream is utilized. In the reordering, signaling bits of all of the groups are sent first and then the refinement bits of each group follow. Parallel processing of each group is possible with this reordering. For decoding, knowledge of the position of the refinement bits is important. In original EGC, since a group sometimes does not have a "split_group" bit if the group is too small, or the number of groups reaches a pre-defined limit, in some embodiments, the maximum number of allowed groups is set so the limit is never met. To resolve this issue, the "split_group" bit for each group is replaced with an "each_member" signaling. Each_member has an explicit relationship with the number of refinement bits for a group (e.g. when each_member=0, there is only 1 refinement bit, otherwise the number of refinement bits equals the number of group members), no matter whether the group is going to be split or not. The "split or not" decision is made by using the each_member signaling and other conditions (e.g. if the maximum group
number has been reached). In some embodiments, it is checked whether the number of groups reach the pre-defined limit before coding the bit-plane. If so, each member signaling is not sent and members of all of the groups are refined using raw bits.

Figure 1 illustrates a diagram of standard bitstream ordering 100 and improved bitstream ordering 120 according to some embodiments. In the standard bitstream ordering 100, each group, including a signaling bit 102 and refinement bit(s) 104, is encoded in an order where the signaling bit 102 is encoded and then the refinement bits 104 of that group are encoded. After encoding the last refinement bit of the group, the sequence then goes to the signaling bit of the next group. In the improved bitstream ordering 120, the signaling bits 102 are combined as the header of the bitstream. The order of the encoding includes the signaling bits 102 first and then the refinement bits 104, going from group to group for the refinement bits.

Figure 2 illustrates a diagram of decoding standard-ordered bitstream 100 and improved-ordered bitstream 120 according to some embodiments. The improved bitstream ordering 100 enables parallel processing. However, to decode the refinement bits 104 of the first group, for example, the “header” length should be known. Therefore, the number of signaling bits 102 should also be known.

However, sometimes a group does not have a signaling bit 102. For example, when the group is too small to split, it does not have a signaling bit 102. However, a decoder knows which groups are small. Also, when there are too many groups, some groups may not have a signaling bit 102. For example, in Figure 3, before encoding the current bit-plane, there are 5 groups. Groups 2, 3 and 4 are split, which results in 8 groups in total. If the maximum number of allowed groups is 8, then Group 5 cannot be split, which would mean there is no signaling bit for Group 5. The decoder does not know that Group 5 is not split, unless the decoder counts the 1’s in the signaling bits.

One solution is to let the maximum group number be equal to the maximum possible number of groups (e.g. 64 for an 8 x 8 block) so that the condition of too many groups never becomes true. Another solution is shown in Figure 4. In some embodiments, a leading bit 106 (or signaling bit) is sent for Group 5. The leading bit 106 has a different meaning than a “split bit.” However, the offset of the refinement bits is able to be known beforehand using the leading bit 106.

When a group is being decoded, the decoder uses two binary variables to correctly process the group: split_group (true means the group is split into two) and each_member (true means each member in the groups has a refinement bit). There is a strong correlation
between the two variables; therefore, the encoder only sends one of them and the decoder derives the other. In some implementations, split_group is sent, and then each_member is derived from split_group. However, in some embodiments, each_member is sent, and then split_group is derived from each_member.

Table I and Table II illustrate a comparison between a standard implementation and an improved implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>split_group</th>
<th>each_member</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Groups</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Groups</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Groups</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I Standard implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improved</th>
<th>each_member</th>
<th>split_group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Groups</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Groups</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Groups</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II Improved Implementation.

From the tables, each_member is sent for any group. There is some redundancy if a group has each_member == 1, and split_group == 0. This means the group should have been split, but it was not because there are already too many groups. In such a case, sending each_member for the group at later bit-planes is not meaningful. One solution is that before decoding a bit-plane, the number of existing groups is checked. If there have already been too many groups, then each_member = 1 for all groups.

Figure 5 illustrates a flowchart of a method of encoding according to some embodiments. In the step 500, a video frame is divided into multiple blocks. In the step 502, the pixels in each block of the blocks is partitioned into groups, where the groups are processed bit-plane by bit-plane from the most significant bit-plane (MSB) to the least significant bit-plane (LSB). A group is able to be split into two, if pixels in the group have
different bit values in the bit-plane being encoded. In the step 504, each group is encoded. Encoding includes determining if the refinement bits are all the same, and a signaling bit and refinement bits are generated for each group. The signaling bit indicates whether the group includes more than one value. The refinement bits are the raw bits of the group in the current bit-plane. Before encoding the MSB, the pixels are assumed to be in the same group. Then, from the MSB to the LSB, the groups in the current bit plane are processed, where for each group: the encoder generates a signaling bit of “0” if all group members have the same bit value in the current bit-plane (and then sends a “0” or a “1” to indicate the bit value) or the encoder generates a signaling bit of “1” to indicate the disparate bits. Following the “1”, the encoder generates the refinement bit for each pixel in the group and the encoder splits the original group into two. Encoding also includes grouping the signaling bits as the header of the bitstream. To transmit the encoded bit-plane, in the step 506, the signaling bits are transmitted. In the step 508, the refinement bits are transmitted following the signaling bits. Fewer or additional steps are able to be included. Further, the order of the steps is able to be changed where possible.

Figure 6 illustrates a flowchart of a method of decoding according to some embodiments. In the step 600, an encoded bitstream of a certain bit-plane is received. The bitstream includes a header and refinement bits. In the step 602, the header is decoded. The header contains one signaling bit for each group that indicates whether a group contains one or multiple refinement bits, except for the groups that are too small. The decoder is able to know which groups are too small to be split. In some embodiments, the maximum groups is set so that the limit will not be exceeded. If the limit has been reached, groups that have disparate refinement bits are not split. However, signaling bits for those groups are still sent in the header. Hence the length of the header can be determined in advance by the decoder. By decoding the header, the length of each group can also be known by the decoder. Therefore the decoder is able to locate the starting point for each group within the bitstream, and parallel decoding is possible to be implemented. In some embodiments, instead of utilizing leading bits, it is determined if the number of groups reaches a limit. For example, before decoding a bit-plane, the number of existing groups is compared to the maximum allowable number of groups. If the number of groups has reached the limit, then all of the groups are indicated as having raw refinement bits. In the step 604, the bitstream is decoded by utilizing the signaling bits and the refinement bits. Fewer or additional steps are able to be included. Further, the order of the steps is able to be changed where possible.
Figure 7 illustrates a block diagram of an exemplary computing device 700 configured to implement the improved encoding method according to some embodiments. The computing device 700 is able to be used to acquire, store, compute, process, communicate and/or display information such as images and videos. For example, a computing device 700 is able to acquire and store a video. The improved encoding method is able to be used during or after acquiring the video, or when transferring the video from the device 700 to another device. In general, a hardware structure suitable for implementing the computing device 700 includes a network interface 702, a memory 704, a processor 706, I/O device(s) 708, a bus 710 and a storage device 712. The choice of processor is not critical as long as a suitable processor with sufficient speed is chosen. The memory 704 is able to be any conventional computer memory known in the art. The storage device 712 is able to include a hard drive, CD-ROM, CDRW, DVD, DVDRW, flash memory card or any other storage device. The computing device 700 is able to include one or more network interfaces 702. An example of a network interface includes a network card connected to an Ethernet or other type of LAN.

The I/O device(s) 708 are able to include one or more of the following: keyboard, mouse, monitor, display, printer, modem, touchscreen, button interface and other devices. In some embodiments, the hardware structure includes multiple processors and other hardware to perform parallel processing. Improved encoding application(s) 730 used to perform the improved encoding method are likely to be stored in the storage device 712 and memory 704 and processed as applications are typically processed. More or less components shown in Figure 7 are able to be included in the computing device 700. In some embodiments, improved encoding hardware 720 is included. Although the computing device 700 in Figure 7 includes applications 730 and hardware 720 for improved encoding, the improved encoding method is able to be implemented on a computing device in hardware, firmware, software or any combination thereof. For example, in some embodiments, the improved encoding applications 730 are programmed in a memory and executed using a processor. In another example, in some embodiments, the improved encoding hardware 720 is programmed hardware logic including gates specifically designed to implement the encoding method.

In some embodiments, the improved encoding application(s) 730 include several applications and/or modules. Modules such as a partitioning module, an encoding module, a signaling bit combining module, a transmitting module and a decoding module are able to perform the functions described herein. In some embodiments, modules include one or more sub-modules as well. In some embodiments, fewer or additional modules are able to be included.
Examples of suitable computing devices include a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a camera phone, an iPod®/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray® writer/player, a television, a home entertainment system or any other suitable computing device.

To utilize the improved encoding method, a user acquires a video/image such as on a digital camcorder, and while or after the video is acquired, or when sending the video to another device such as a computer, the improved encoding method automatically encodes each image of the video, so that the video is encoded appropriately to maintain a high quality video. The improved encoding method occurs automatically without user involvement. The video is also able to be decoded to be displayed using a similar method.

In operation, improved encoding is used to encode and transmit images such as frames of a video. Each image block is processed from the MSB to the LSB, hence the resulting bit-plane is still embedded. The improved encoding groups signaling bits and sends the signaling bits before sending the refinement bits. Such an implementation enables parallel processing to be implemented. The improved encoding method is able to be used in any implementation including, but not limited to, wireless high definition (WiHD).

The improved graphics-mode compression method described herein is able to be used with videos and/or images.

High definition video is able to be in any format including but not limited to HDCAM, HDCAM-SR, DVCPRO HD, D5 HD, XDCAM HD, HDV and AVCHD.

SOME EMBODIMENTS OF EMBEDDED GRAPHICS CODING: REORDERED

BITSTREAM FOR PARALLEL DECODING

1. A method of encoding programmed in a controller in a device comprising:
   a. generating signaling bits for groups of a bit-plane of an image block;
   b. generating refinement bits for each of the groups; and
   c. combining the signaling bits to form a header of a bitstream.

2. The method of clause 1 further comprising dividing the image into blocks and partitioning the blocks into the groups.
3. The method of clause 1 wherein a signaling bit is set to 1 when a group of the groups contains any disparate pixels.

4. The method of clause 1 wherein the signaling bits are transmitted before the refinement bits.

5. The method of clause 4 wherein the refinement bits each of the groups is decoded utilizing parallel processing.

6. The method of clause 1 wherein the device is selected from the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a camera phone, an iPod®/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray® writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.

7. A method of decoding programmed in a controller in a device comprising:
   a. receiving an encoded bit-plane including signaling bits and refinement bits;
   b. determining a quantity of the refinement bits for each group within the bit-plane; and
   c. utilizing the number of the refinement bits to perform parallel decoding of the bit-plane.

8. The method of clause 7 wherein a maximum number of allowable groups is set to a total number of groups.

9. The method of clause 7 wherein header bits are utilized for determining the quantity of the refinement bits for each group.

10. The method of clause 7 further comprising determining if a number of groups reaches a limit of the groups before decoding the bit-plane, wherein if the number of groups reaches the limit of the groups, then all of the groups are indicated as having raw refinement bits and the signaling bit is not sent.
11. The method of clause 7 wherein the device is selected from the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a camera phone, an iPod®/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray® writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.

12. An encoder device comprising:
   a. a memory for storing an application, the application for:
      i. generating signaling bits for groups within a bit-plane;
      ii. generating refinement bits for each of the groups; and
      iii. combining the signaling bits to form a header of a bit-plane; and
   b. a processing component coupled to the memory, the processing component configured for processing the application.

13. The encoder device of clause 12 wherein the signaling bits are set to 1 when a group of the groups contains any disparate pixels.

14. The encoder device of clause 12 wherein the application is further for transmitting the signaling bits before the refinement bits.

15. The encoder device of clause 12 wherein each of the groups is encoded and decoded utilizing parallel processing.

16. A decoder device comprising:
   a. a memory for storing an application, the application for:
      i. receiving an encoded bit-plane including signaling bits and refinement bits;
      ii. determining a quantity of refinement bits for each group within the bit-plane; and
      iii. utilizing the quantity of the refinement bits for each group to decode the groups within the bit-plane in parallel; and
b. a processing component coupled to the memory, the processing component configured for processing the application.

17. The decoder device of clause 16 wherein a maximum number of allowable groups is set to a total number of groups.

18. The decoder device of clause 16 wherein header bits are utilized for determining the quantity of the refinement bits for each group.

19. The decoder device of clause 16 the application is further for determining if a number of groups reaches a limit of the groups before decoding the bit-plane, wherein if the number of groups reaches the limit of the groups, then all of the groups are indicated as having raw refinement bits and the signaling bit is not sent.

20. The decoder device of clause 16 the application is further for determining if a number of groups reaches a limit of the groups, wherein if the number of groups does not reach the limit of the groups, and the signaling bit equals one, the group is split into two; if the number of groups does reach the limit of the groups, no group is further split.

21. A system programmed in a controller in a device comprising:
   a. a partitioning module for partitioning a block of an image into a plurality of groups;
   b. an encoding module for encoding the groups including generating a signaling bit and a set of refinement bits for each group, wherein a set of signaling bits is transmitted before the refinement bits; and
   c. a transmitting module for transmitting the encoded bitstream.

22. The system of clause 21 wherein the signaling bit is 1 when a group of the groups contains any disparate pixels.

23. The system of clause 21 wherein each of the groups is encoded and decoded utilizing parallel processing.
24. The system of clause 21 wherein the device is selected from the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a camera phone, an iPod®/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray® writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.

The present invention has been described in terms of specific embodiments incorporating details to facilitate the understanding of principles of construction and operation of the invention. Such reference herein to specific embodiments and details thereof is not intended to limit the scope of the claims appended hereto. It will be readily apparent to one skilled in the art that other various modifications may be made in the embodiment chosen for illustration without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the claims.
C L A I M S

What is claimed is:

1. A method of encoding programmed in a controller in a device comprising:
   a. generating signaling bits for groups of a bit-plane of an image block;
   b. generating refinement bits for each of the groups; and
   c. combining the signaling bits to form a header of a bitstream.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising dividing the image into blocks and partitioning the blocks into the groups.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein a signaling bit is set to 1 when a group of the groups contains any disparate pixels.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the signaling bits are transmitted before the refinement bits.

5. The method of claim 4 wherein the refinement bits each of the groups is decoded utilizing parallel processing.

6. The method of claim 1 wherein the device is selected from the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a camera phone, an iPod®/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray® writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.

7. A method of decoding programmed in a controller in a device comprising:
   a. receiving an encoded bit-plane including signaling bits and refinement bits;
   b. determining a quantity of the refinement bits for each group within the bit-plane; and
   c. utilizing the number of the refinement bits to perform parallel decoding of the bit-plane.
8. The method of claim 7 wherein a maximum number of allowable groups is set to a total number of groups.

9. The method of claim 7 wherein header bits are utilized for determining the quantity of the refinement bits for each group.

10. The method of claim 7 further comprising determining if a number of groups reaches a limit of the groups before decoding the bit-plane, wherein if the number of groups reaches the limit of the groups, then all of the groups are indicated as having raw refinement bits and the signaling bit is not sent.

11. The method of claim 7 wherein the device is selected from the group consisting of a personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder, a camera phone, an iPod®/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray® writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.

12. An encoder device comprising:
   a. a memory for storing an application, the application for:
      i. generating signaling bits for groups within a bit-plane;
      ii. generating refinement bits for each of the groups; and
      iii. combining the signaling bits to form a header of a bit-plane; and
   b. a processing component coupled to the memory, the processing component configured for processing the application.

13. The encoder device of claim 12 wherein the signaling bits are set to 1 when a group of the groups contains any disparate pixels.

14. The encoder device of claim 12 wherein the application is further for transmitting the signaling bits before the refinement bits.
15. The encoder device of claim 12 wherein each of the groups is encoded and decoded utilizing parallel processing.

16. A decoder device comprising:
   a. a memory for storing an application, the application for:
      i. receiving an encoded bit-plane including signaling bits and refinement bits;
      ii. determining a quantity of refinement bits for each group within the bit-plane; and
      iii. utilizing the quantity of the refinement bits for each group to decode the groups within the bit-plane in parallel; and
   b. a processing component coupled to the memory, the processing component configured for processing the application.

17. The decoder device of claim 16 wherein a maximum number of allowable groups is set to a total number of groups.

18. The decoder device of claim 16 wherein header bits are utilized for determining the quantity of the refinement bits for each group.

19. The decoder device of claim 16 the application is further for determining if a number of groups reaches a limit of the groups before decoding the bit-plane, wherein if the number of groups reaches the limit of the groups, then all of the groups are indicated as having raw refinement bits and the signaling bit is not sent.

20. The decoder device of claim 16 the application is further for determining if a number of groups reaches a limit of the groups, wherein if the number of groups does not reach the limit of the groups, and the signaling bit equals one, the group is split into two; if the number of groups does reach the limit of the groups, no group is further split.

21. A system programmed in a controller in a device comprising:
   a. a partitioning module for partitioning a block of an image into a plurality of groups;
b. an encoding module for encoding the groups including generating a signaling
   bit and a set of refinement bits for each group, wherein a set of signaling bits is
   transmitted before the refinement bits; and
   
c. a transmitting module for transmitting the encoded bitstream.

22. The system of claim 21 wherein the signaling bit is 1 when a group of the groups
    contains any disparate pixels.

23. The system of claim 21 wherein each of the groups is encoded and decoded utilizing
    parallel processing.

24. The system of claim 21 wherein the device is selected from the group consisting of a
    personal computer, a laptop computer, a computer workstation, a server, a mainframe
    computer, a handheld computer, a personal digital assistant, a cellular/mobile
    telephone, a smart appliance, a gaming console, a digital camera, a digital camcorder,
    a camera phone, an iPod®/iPhone, a video player, a DVD writer/player, a Blu-ray®
    writer/player, a television and a home entertainment system.
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